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Since 2016, The InSitu Festival has been the public face of the Creative Hub 1352.  

https://www.creativehub1352.ca/  Engaging with audiences exceeding 2,000 visitors, 

and engaging with over 500 established, emerging artists and students, the In Situ 

Festival brought Lakeshore Corridor Communities together in the Mississauga heritage 

Small Arms Inspection Building for three days of collaboration, celebration, and 

reflection.  COVID19 lockdowns prevented the Creative Hub from physically bringing 

people together for InSitu 2020; but it did not stop us from creating together.  Instead 

of simply ‘putting the Festival online’ we reimagined InSitu by World Building.  

Together with community artists, the Creative Hub created an imagined place called The 

Lost Museum.  As an imaginary virtual space, The Lost Museum became our new 

platform for co-creations, collaborations, and co-creation - a safe place to foster 

resilience during a time of loss and uncertainty. 

 

During Fall 2020, The Lost Museum Creative team connected 8 Outreach Artists with 

community, secondary and post-secondary programs, students, organizations, and 

other artists.  Each Outreach Artist was asked to create an art project with their 

community partner – inspired by four key words:  Lost, Abandoned, Forgotten, 

Discarded.  The Outreach Artists then worked virtually with their partner organization 

teaching, encouraging, curating, and collaborating in the making of new artwork 

inspired by lost, abandoned, forgotten, and discarded. The results are the collections   

now hosted in the various ‘rooms’ of The Lost Museum.  The Outreach Artists were then 

asked to create a ‘character’ who they imagined would care for their collection in The 

Lost Museum. The results are the fabulous portrayals of the Lost Librarian, Lost 

Architect, The Wayfarer, The Linguist, The Lost Performer, Raheel the Collector, and 

the Alchemist included in   http://thelostmuseum.ca/ 
 

The Creative Hub 1352 is committed to growing and expanding the collections of The 

Lost Museum.  In the Splendorous Study, we are delighted to share the original outreach 

notes, artist calls and projects that opened the Museum.  Thank you to the Outreach 

Artists for supporting this initiative and sharing their projects. We hope these initial 

endeavours will motivate educators, artists, and community organizations. Please enjoy 

learning about The Lost Museum Outreach projects.  If you, your class, or your 

organization would like to use this material, add to a collection, or propose a new 

collection please contact the Creative Hub 1352 at  info@creativehub1352.ca   

 

https://www.creativehub1352.ca/
http://thelostmuseum.ca/
mailto:info@creativehub1352.ca
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  Andrew Gaboury 

 Andrew Gaboury 

https://afieldofcrowns.com/about/ 

 

  Randolph Academy Alumni & Graduating Class 

of 2020.  Students from University of Guelph School of English & Theatre Studies 

and independent dance/theatre artists.   

 Partnership with Randolph College for the Performing Arts, 

University of Guelph School of English and Theatre Studies and Independent Artists 

collaborating with Frog in Hand.  

 

Secondary or Post Secondary Theatre, Creative Writing, Dance, Physical Theatre. 

Independent dance, theatre, and allied performing arts.   

 

  Lost Rituals 
 

The Lost Museum is a digital version of the multi-arts festival In Situ. The festival 

usually happens at the Small Arms Inspection Building in Mississauga, filling it with 

installations, performances, and workshops from a diverse group of local artists. To 

respond to the current crisis, we have pivoted the festival to an online platform and have 

a team working to make it an interactive experience where you, as an audience member, 

will be greeted by an eccentric group of collectors and invited to explore their 

collections. 

The Lost Museum is a tangible / intangible place / space that is home to all things lost, 

forgotten, discarded, and abandoned.  The Museum flickers in and out of existences, 

opening portals as access points from all across the worlds.   These portals appear in 

times of loss, change or abandonment.  Whenever a thing, person or idea becomes lost, 

forgotten, discarded, or abandoned it arrives at the Museum.  Outreach Artists oversee 

the curation of a special collection to be found in the museum. I am curating two such 

collections: one focused on the written word and the other focused on physical theatre.  

This is the physical theatre project – called Lost Rituals. 

  

https://afieldofcrowns.com/about/
https://www.creativehub1352.ca/insitumultiartsfestival
https://smallarmsinspectionbuilding.ca/
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Are the rituals I have collected here relics of a mindset we no longer have? Or hopes for 

a future to come? Maybe they are memories of a life past?  What changed to make us 

stop practicing? 

 

This is a collection of physical practices that are no longer commonplace. I use the term 

ritual to contain those mundane, everyday practices (like the stretches you do before 

bed), those milestone achievements (the celebration of a marriage) and those practices 

of a more abstract nature (a prayer, for instance).  

For this collection, I invite you to create short pieces of filmed physical theatre including 

complex non-verbal scores accompanied with sound or song. Each piece should have a 

clear concept, such as “A ritual of regeneration,” “A rite to thank the trees,” or “A prayer 

for absent friends.” 

Rituals in Performance: 

To me, a ritual in performance is defined by the following elements: 

i. It is a practiced thing. 

ii. It has specific steps, i.e. a beginning, middle and end 

iii. It is repeatable (and therefore teachable) 

iv. There is a reason for doing this, i.e. some sort of outcome, be it literal or 

ephemeral 

v. It is enhanced by numbers (think singing by yourself vs. choral singing) 

Furthermore, it might be fun to have this saying in the back of your mind while you are 

making these: I want the audience to want to learn how to participate. 

 

Qualities of Movement: 

I have found it useful to lead my groups through solo explorations of the qualities of 

movement along with an exploration of the planes of movement to awaken their 

awareness of the 3-dimensional spaces we all inhabit.   

• Kinesphere: is the sphere we carry with us whenever we move through space. You 

kinesphere is centred on yourself and extends as far as your arms and legs reach in 

all 3-dimensions around you. Where your kinesphere is never changes, but what is in 

your kinesphere changes as you move through space.  
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• Planes of movement: 

o Door/Wall – the plane moving straight up and down in front, beside of or 

behind you, as if being near a wall or door. Movement in this plane is vertical. 

o Table – the horizontal plane around you, as if a table were in front of you, 

including the floor at your feet and the ceiling at your head. Movement in this 

plane is horizontal. 

o Wheel – the plane of movement that begins at a specific point to your side, 

moves out and away from it in order to turn around and return, as if you had 

wheels affixed to your hips or shoulders. Movement in this plane is circular. 

o An awareness of utilizing all three planes together will bring a more 

thoughtful awareness of the possibilities when moving across a 3-dimensional 

space. 

• Pointe Fixe: is when we create a shape with out body and hold it, freezing it in place. 

This allows us to utilize shape and pause to great effect. 

• Laban’s Qualities of movement: Rudolph von Laban created a system to scientifically 

break down movement into their component qualities. The four qualities are: 

o Time: sudden or sustained 

o Space: direct or flexible 

o Weight: gentle or firm 

o Flow: bound or free 

Gesture work:  

• Gesture work can be your best friend for this project. 

• Gestures are physical movements meant to convey a message or communicate 

meaning to another.  

• A gesture has a beginning-middle-end, is repeatable and easily learnable. Think 

of a thumbs up, or a person throwing their palms out in front of them to prevent 

someone from crashing into them. Think of a punch or a kick, or a shrug of the 

shoulders.  

o Make sure you see each part of the gesture through to its end. To use 

sports as an analogy: never pull on the follow-through. 

In these explorations I have found it is useful to begin with full-body explorations and to 

eventually shift it towards exploration thinking very specifically in relation to your 

camera. Proximity to the camera, near-far play, what is off-screen vs. what’s being 

framed, etc. How can you transform something that was full body a moment ago into 

something that is small and maybe only uses your fingers for the screen? 
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Movement Scores: 

• Refer to “A Preparation” and “A Ritual for Regeneration” for examples of a 

movement score.  

o As you can see, movement scores a series of poetic movements, or 

described feelings/emotions or actions to be interpreted by the performer. 

Movement scores can be taken as literal instructions or abstract concepts. 

They are used to guide the performer. 

• Feel free to provide your groups with these scores or have them write their own.  

• Have each group come up with a title for their ritual, rite or practice, even if they 

use one of the examples. 

 

Filming & Aesthetics: 

• Each piece is to be filmed. Pieces can be individual submissions or submissions 

by a group. 

• You have control over the editing of the piece. 

• Think for the camera: 

o What is in your frame? 

o Be specific with your background, clean, clear or predominantly single 

coloured/patterned/textured spaces will read better than your entire 

office. 

o What aspects of the body are you framing at any given time? Is it full 

body? Upper body? Does it just focus on your feet?  

• Think about sound. Are there words accompanying this ritual? A song perhaps? 

Is it just set to ambient sound/music? 

o If you use music, make sure it is in the creative commons. The YouTube 

creator studio has a great library for sounds and backing songs. 
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by Andrew Gaboury 
 

encircle 

build bridges, support the sky 

find a connection with the earth 

pluck pluck pluck, slash-cut-grow 

 

trace an outline up one side 

find the heart pulse, radiate warmth, slash-cut-grow 

pulse, radiate warmth, give-grasp-release 

 

encircle 

waft waft stop 

let the breath come in, energize the body 

release 

trace an outline up the other side 

centre it to the earth 

give it to the sky 

explore with your fingers 

over hill and dirt skin and bone 

 

we close our eyes and smile 

let the breath come in, energize the body 

encircle 

and expel 
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Written by Andrew Gaboury 
 

Tap tap tap, place, sweep 

Scritch scritch scratch 

Sort sort sort palm pocket chalk 

sort sort sort sort place palm pocket chalk 

Clockwise half, counter-clockwise under, finish the eyes 

Pinch side pinch top pinch side 

Flatten, fairy dust, stamp 

Sharp breath 

Swipe, fingertips, flick wrists, pinch index and thumb 

Draw in air, criss cross, criss cross, down sides 

Cross wrists in air, swirl clockwise half, counter-clockwise half, finish the eyes 

 

Enclose fingers, finger pop into the air 

Pull the screen down 

Flatten flatten, rip open, turn 

Flatten flatten, rip open, turn, face in out 

Smoosh, turn over, down, spread 

 

Cross claws up, come together, parallel up 

Undulate down, breath in 

Palms up, release to camera 


